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Abstract. A gradient-based tessellating algorithm is used to study the mag
netic field structure of the quiet Sun photosphere using SoRO full disk magne
tograms. We find that the field is not uniformly distributed, but parcelled into 
flux concentrations. Both the flux and size of the concentrations are found to 
be described by broad, asymmetric distribution functions. Their mean absolute 
flux and size are found to be about 1.4 x 1018 m:x: and 6.1 Mm for both polarities 
in unsmoothed magnetogra.ms at Ii gauss threshold. These values represent a. 
weighted average for both network- and intra.network magnetic fields, since the 
present method cannot currently distinguish between the two regions. Both 
flux and size distributions become more symmetric and less peaked in response 
to smoothing of images. Extrapolating this trend to sub-resolution seale, we 
note a linear decrease in size but a rapid increase in the mean absolute field 
strength, with asymptotic values of about 400 km and 50 gauss. This exercise 
shows that the true field strengths of quiet magnetic elements are higher and 
their size smaller than usua.lly inferred from observa.tions. This is because ob
servation of mixed polarity regions under finite resolution causes the observed 
flux to be smeared out and apparently modified. Therefore, this flux cannot 
be interpreted independently of the geometric structure and flux distribution 
of the concentrations. 
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1. Introduction 

The structure of magnetic flux on the solar surface is the result of the interaction of 
magnetic fields with the convective flows. We find that the magnetic flux is not uniformly 
distributed, but, even at the scale of a. few arcsecs, parcelled into :flux concentrations with 
flux of the order of lOUI m:x:. As a result of buffetting by granules, shear in the flow 
in which the concentrations are embedded, these concentrations constantly evolve by 
colliding, merging, cancelling and fragmenting (Martin 1990). The distribution of flux 
in concentrations is the resultant of these processes, and can hence shed light on them. 
Here we describe the results of a tessellation-based image processing method to study 
flux concentrations st&tistically, and to probe their properties a.t sub-resolution levels. 

2. Data Analysis 

The data consi.stB of full disk ma.gnetograms from the Solar and Heliospheric 0 bserva.tory 
(SoHO) Mic:helson Doppler Imager (MDI) covering the period 28-29, June 1996 (Scherrer 
et at 1995), with a. resolution of '}j' per pixel Since the cadence of the images is quite 
large (96 min) compared to the expected. lifetimes of flux concentrations, we did not time
aver. the images. A magnetogram is subjected to a procedure whereby it is mapped 
into a tesseIlatioo. le., & pattern of surface-filling :oon-overla.pping tiles. This is based 
on a tecbDiq1Ie widely used in many astrophysical and solar studies, in computa.tional 
geometry aM in image analysis for pattern recognition and texture analysis (Okabe, 
Boots and Sugibata 1992). The method as applied here is a. generalization of the Voronoi 
~ technique a.pplioo earlier to Ca. U K illtergrams and SoRO d<>pplergrams (d. 
SrikaDt'h. Sb:Ish BOd Raja~, and: ~ therein). Two steps are involved: first, 
determining suitable local minima. and maxim&, &ad second, by collecting the· rema.ining 
pixels into tiles la.belled uniquely by these extrema. (Srikanth and Singh 2000). 

"DJe ~.der;reeat~.~ is tRd to locate the local minima.. Here one moves 
along the steepest negative gradient sta.rting from a point until a. local mini.Ip.um is 
reached. Analogously, the steepest J1()8itit1e gradient is chosen to loca.te the ma.xima. 
SiD.ce we wish to interpret these extrema a.s peaks of magnetic ftux concentrations, we 
&elect only thase ma-ama which are positively valued and minima. that are nega.tively val
ued •. In the 8ECODd step, we 88IOcia.te exhaustively all other pixels uniquely to the selected 
extrema as ronan: a. given positively valued non-ex:tremal pixel is grouped with that p0s

itive local IIlAXimum to which it tends according to steepest &SCent. Analogously, a given 
negatively valued non-ex:tremal pixel is associated with that nega.tive local minimum to 
which it tends according to steepest; descent. 

The result is a teueUation of the ~am into positively and negatively valued 
'tiles' or 'ce1lst auchored to and labelled by, respectively, local ma.:xima or minima (Figure 
1). The negative and positive ftux tiles occtlpy mutually complementary regions. The 
tile botmdarles are ne\ltr81lini1s where the field cba.nges sign. The tiles are interpreted a.s 
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Figure 1. Tessellation d a 80 MIn x 80 Mm magneklgl.'am 'Window SIXlOOthed by COII:wlttUon 
with a 4" FWHM gaull8ian. The '+' aIld '.' l'8p1't!i!IeIIi, :respectively, the extremum at poaitive 
and negatiw tiles.. 

ft.ux parcels or conceut.tations. Figure 1 gi~ U8 a geoeral idea of bow the coneentratiotl8 
are shaped aadspatially c:ti8tJ.ibuted oYer a region about 80 Mm x 80"'" in area. The 
peak of positive (negative) coo.c:entratior is marked by a '+' ('-1. 

We find that the ~ are irregularly &Ilaped. '!'here seems to be a dusteriDg 
ol smaller oonceatratiolD8 arooad some larger ODeS. The preab do rd .,.,.nyle at 
the ~ of the ~ In some cases, m facI; *hey Be qde doIIeto the 
edges. 

It might appear at :first that the teIisellation could be uaed to 8eo&e 8IlpergranuW 
boundaries, given· that supergranular outflows concentrate relatively large fields at their 
boundary. However, this is thwarted: by the discontinuous and mixed polarity nature of 
the network flux. The tiles that cOnstitute the tessellation are iD:terpreted 88. localized 
regions of B&tDe-fIigDed flux: at the given effective!t!8Olution. At the same time, our 
!t!8Olution is DOt sutlicient to cl.e8rly distinguish between network and intt&-uet.work tiles, 
a distinction that'WOU1d UBeful, gWen that tbeae two types are iDtriDsically diftereut 
in the true field strength and. size (Lin, 1995), aDd moreover p~ m';milar roles in 
BOlar atmoBpheri.c beating (Sivaraman and UviDgIton 1982i Kariyappa 19M; Kariappa, 
8mu.'aman and .AnancIaram 1994). Indeed, even at a resolution 88 bish 880."5, the 
cell wan esthDatecJ to be about 5000 km. thidc, ., oa1y about 14 pixels thick. Siuc.e the 
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of flux (in units of 1018 Mx) against tile size (Mm2): at zero threshold 
(panel A), and at 5 gauss threshold. (panel B). 

present method works best in iesse1latiog broad areas, the inability to distinguish between 
network and intra-network structres is a current intrinsic limitation of the method. 

8. Thresholding the image 

SlDce the i.ma&'eB all! not time-averaged, it is necessary to boost signal-to-noise (SIN) 
ratio b;y other:means. FUrthermore, the tesaellation will sense any undulations, a problem 
noted in Srikaath, SiDgh and Raju (2000), not just the desired concentrations. Typically, 
the u.udeaired tileB will be low flux holders at all sizes. This can be seen in Figure 2. 
The panel (a.) is tae result of au. un.thresbo1ded image tessellation for a region covering 
seYEIIl quiescent wiDdow'IJ or .. 115" X 116". The panel (B) is the same data with tiles 
ib.TeshoJ,ded at the B = 5 gauss level (that is, only tiles with B ~ 5 gauss are included). 

ODe elIiIc:t d. ~ is that it improves the correlation between the fluxes and 
the ... ('I8ble 1). The·oortelatkm improves considerably as we impose a threshold at 
r. ud 7 ..... ~ which is high enouch to awid noise but low enough not to under-
~ ... fIa:. The statistics an always similar for both negative and positive tiles, and 
btIlu.a ceq ~ valOl!llS an ooosidered througbout thi.a work. 

Figure 3 is the flux and size histogram fur the tiles from the tessellation. althe SoHO 
magnetograms tb.resholded at 7 gauss level. In panel (A), we find that the distribution 
peaks towatda 101m scales. The results for fluxes and sizes of the tiles for ~ thresholds 
in unsmootbed magnetogram tessellation is given in Table 1. The mean size of ~ tiles, 
and COD8queutly flux. of the tiles increaaeB with increase in the threshold. .~. ~ean 
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Figure 3. Histogram of flux (panel A) and sizes (panel B) of flux concentrations identified 
by tessellation at zero smoothing, 5 gauss threshold; the flux distribution is described by an 
exponential fit with a scale flux of 1.34 X 1018 IXIX. 

field strength at zero thresholding is close to the average quiet region field (for example, 
LaBonte & Howard (1980) quote a value of 2.2 gauss). 

threshold mean aba. I size mean abs. flux-area 
flux (1018 mx) (Mm) field (gauss) correlation 

0.0 1.0 I 5.9 
5.4 0.80 

5.0 1.4 6.1 6.9 0.91 
7.0 2.1 6.8 8.5 0.93 

Table 1. Mean absolute tile flux, size and field strength for various thresbclds on an nnsmoothed 
SoHO magnetogram. The statistics combines rewlts for positive and negative flux tiles. 

The mean size of the tiles at the 5 gauss threshold is 6.1 Mm. Wang (1988) found 
the autocorrelation size of network elements to be 5.74 Mm. It is also comparable with 
the width of the network, about 5.5 Mm, quoted by Singh and Bappu (1981). The mean 
tile absolute flux is found to be 1.4 X lotS mx, not incompatible with that of Wang et a!.. 
(1995). It therefore seems reasonable to identify the tiles with flux concentrations and/or 
network elements at this threshold. This is further corroborated by autocorrelation of the 
SaBO m.agnetograms, which yields sizes around 30 Mm, CQmparable with traditionally 
quoted supergranular sizes. However, as noted in Srlkanth, Singh and Raju (2000), the 
resolution dependence of the- tile statistics means that t.here is no simple interpretation 
of the tiles. 

We find that an exponential ~ with a seale flux of 1.34 X 1018 mx, 'I9'ell de$cribes the 
fall in the distribution ftulctioo in. Figure 3. In SriJamtb and Singh (2000), we pre.8eIJted 



the d~tribution of the unthresholded tessellation. A turn-down was observed in the 
distribution function around 0.64 x 1018 mx, which was attributed to an artefact due to 
the data noise. 

4. Effect of smoothing the magnetograms 

The data for the \-a.riation of field strength and size of tiles with respect to the smoothing 
parameter>' is given in Table 2. In view of the discussion in the preceding section, in order 
to exclude tiles that cannot reasonably be flux concentrations, in the case of>. = 0,0.72 
Mm, thresb.olds were set at B = 5 gauss. As noted in the case of Ca II K filtergrams and 
SoHO Dopplergrams (Srikanth, Singh and Raju 2000), smoothing causes an increase in 
mean si7.e of the tiles. It tends to level out small intensity-fluctuations, which are also 
of small scale. This results in a faster loss of smaller tiles than in that of larger ones, 
producing large.r mean tile sizes. Simultaneously, smoothing combines opposite signed 
fluxes, thereby producing lower mean fluxes. 

>. (arcsec) I mean abs. field (gauss) 
0.0 5.5 
1.0 4.0 jJ.O 2.2 
3.0 J.7 
4.0 1.4 
5.0 1.2 

mean size (Mm) 
5.9 
6.3 
7.7 
10.1 
12.6 
14.8 

'Dlble 2. Mean abIlolute tile field strength and mean size as a function of the smoothing 
parameter' A. The fieki strength decreases while size increases. The statistics combines results 
b- paeitive and negative flux tiles. 

The dependence of the mean field and mean size on the smoothing means that these 
parameters v.·ill in general depend on the resolution of the maguetogram (Srikanth, Singh 
and Raju 20(0). The value of 5.5 gauss and 5.9 Mm for the tiles obtained at >. = 0 
cannot therefore be thought of as the actual parameters of the concentrations, but the 
parameter values as modified by the ~te resolution of the image. 

To overcome this problem, we re-pa.rametrlze the field and size in terms of the ef
fective resolution p = .jX~ + 82, where 8 = 2".0 is the seeing. The result of this ex
e:rciae is given in FiIw'e 4. The upper panel shows that the field strength increases 
rapidly as p decreaaee, with an accompanying quartic least-squares best fit given by 
B = 53.2 - 7O.9p + 36.4; - 8.3; + 0.7 pol. This means that the asymptotic absolute 
IXIean 6eld streugth at the smallest scales is as high as 53 gaUBS, and possibly higher, 
in quiet Sun regiODl. BO'III'e'Wr, in 'fiew of the strong CUI'\'8.ture and lack of data points at 
small p, other fits m.IPt well. be possible. Data. at higher resolution can be of help. 
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Figure 4. The mean a.bsolute tile field strength (upper panel) and the mean size (lower panel) 
as a. function of the effective resolution parameter p. Smoothing combines fluxes of opposite 
signs, so that greater smoothing produce smaller mean flux. Its effect on size is however to iron 
out small undulations leading to larger mean tile sizes. 

In a later work, we wish to apply the current technique to higher resolution SoHO 
magnetogram data. On the other hand, the variation of tile size with p appears to 
be almost linear in the available range. We determined the quadratic best fit to be 
a = 0.42 + 3.8p + 0.02p2, where a is the mean size in Mm of the tiles. 

Assuming that we can extrapolate the curves in Figure 4 to the sub-resolution range, 
we find that for p = 0, i.e, at maximum possible resolution, the mean size of the tile is 
about 420 km. For the asymptotic field value of 50 gauss inferred above, tWs corresponds 
to a flux of about 2.5 x 1011 mx. It is interesting that surprisingly strong fields (,...., 500 G) 
and small magnetic elements (1"oJ 70 km) are inferred also by Lin (1995) for intranetwork 
weak magnetic fields. 

5. Amplitude of the magnetic field 

Some information about how flux is distributed within a concentration can be obtained 
by studying the flux-size relation. These two variables are strongly related, as evident 
from Figure 2. As part of the model to describe a tile, we assume that the magnetic flux 
density in the concentration has a Gaussian profile given by: 

B = Boexp (_r2 /~), (1) 
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where r is the radial coordinate centered on the concentration, and Bo is the amplitude 
of the magnetic field. The total flux in a model tile is taken to be 

¢ ~ 211" Bo l)O exp ( _r2/ R5) rdr = 11" Bo~. (2) 

Although the radius of the concentration is finite, the upper integration limit in Eq. (2) 
is a ,,'alld approximation because the flux falls off rapidly in a Gaussian profile for large 
r. In Figure 2 (B), from a least squares best fit we find that the flux ¢> oc S1.1, where S 
is area of a tile. In Eq. (2), letting S == 11"~, we find: 

Bo oc SR, (3) 

where n ::: 0.1, which suggests that the amplitude of the field increases with the size of 
the flux concentration. 

6. Conclusions 

In an earlier work (Srikanth, Singh and Raju 2000), we pointed out that the present 
method for studying solar surface structure and extracting length-scales requires a careful 
interpretation, preferably on basis of auxiliary criteria. Nevertheless, some qualitative 
conclusions can be spelt out. One point is that the flux covering the quiet Sun is not 
uniformly spread out with about 5 gauss mean field strength, but instead parcelled into 
a patchwork of concentrations of higher field strengths. As deduced from the SoBO full 
disk magnetograms, these quiet region flux concentrations have a mean size of about 
400 km with a mean field strength in excess of 50 gauss that is weakly dependent on 
the size of the concentrations. As noted in Section n, these values ignore the difference 
between network and intra-network magnetic fields, and to that extent, may be viewed 
as a weighted average behaviour of quiet magnetic flux for these two regions. 

Further, these values are resolution-ciependent. For example, even though the asymp
totic size for large extrapolated seeing gave the same behaviour for both Ca n filtergrams 
(seeing = 3" .4) (Singh at al. 1995) and SaBO time-averaged full disk dopplergrams (see
ing = 2"'), their asymptotic behaviour for vanishing seeing yielded different size scales 
(Srikanth, Singh and Raju 20(0). An application of the tessellation algorithm to high 
resolution Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope Ca D K data (01'.4) confirmed this conclusion 
(Krishnakumar, Venlca.t.akriabn and Srikanth 2000). What emerges is that the conven
tionally quoted quiet Sun field strengths ( .... 5 gauss) probably underestimates the true 
streDgth, owing to the smearing out of flux in mixed polarity regions obServed with lower 
spatial resolution. 

We ibmk Dr. P. B. Scherrer and the SoHO COClIOl'tium for providing us with the MDI/SOJ full disk 
~dR. 
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